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Expectations in Counterfactual and Theory of Mind Reasoning
Abstract
During language comprehension, information about the world is exchanged and processed.
Two essential ingredients of everyday cognition that are employed during language
comprehension are the ability to reason counterfactually, and the ability to understand and
predict other peoplesÕ behaviour by attributing independent mental states to them (theory
of mind). We report two visual world studies investigating the extent to which the
constraints of world knowledge and prior context, as established by a counterfactual (Exp.
1) or a false belief situation (Exp. 2), influence eye-movements directed towards objects in
a visual field. Proportions of anticipatory eye-movements indicated an initial visual bias
towards contextually supported referents in both studies. Thus, we propose that when
visual information is available to reinforce linguistic input, participants expect a contextrelevant continuation. Shortly after the critical word onset, the linguistically supported
referent was visually favoured, with counterfactual (but not false belief) contexts revealing
a temporal delay in integrating factually inconsistent language input. Results are discussed
in relation to accounts of discourse processing and the processing relationship between
counterfactual and theory of mind reasoning. Finally, we compare findings across
different experimental paradigms.

Key words: Counterfactual reasoning, theory of mind, discourse processing, visual- world
paradigm
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The ability to update our current knowledge using contextual information is a vital process
during every-day language comprehension. We seem immediately able to use relevant
linguistic and non-linguistic information, such as the wider discourse and its genre, as well
as the intensions, beliefs and desires of others, to enhance comprehension of an unfolding
sentence (e.g. Van Berkum, submitted; Van Berkum, Holleman, Murre, Nieuwland &
Otten, 2007; Van Berkum, van den Brink, Tesink, Kos & Hagoort, 2008). Counterfactual
and theory of mind reasoning are two essential ingredients of our everyday cognition, yet
surprisingly little is known of how they are processed on-line during reading or listening.
Investigations of counterfactuals and theory of mind are particularly timely in light of a
recent debate in the literature on childrenÕs reasoning that considers the extent to which
counterfactuals and false beliefs share cognitive processes (Perner, Sprung & Steinkogler,
2004; Peterson & Bowler, 2000; Riggs, Peterson, Robinson & Mitchell, 1998). In this
paper, we attempt an exploration of processing during the comprehension of
counterfactuals and the beliefs of others in a visual world task.
Counterfactuals are cases of possibly valid reasoning from premises that are false
in actuality (Fauconnier & Turner, 2003), and require the comparison of reality to a
model-based alternative. People understand a counterfactual statement, such as in, If Lucy
had worked hard she would have passed her exams by keeping in mind two possibilities
from the outset: the conjecture, Lucy worked hard and she passed her exams, and the
presupposed facts, Lucy did not work hard and she did not pass her exams (Byrne &
Tasso, 1999). The counterfactual thus requires that a person represent false information
that is temporarily supposed to be true. There is a considerable literature available on
reasoning with counterfactuals (cf., Byrne, 2002), and on what sort of constraints there are
on the kinds of counterfactual thoughts people are likely to generate in a variety of
circumstances (e.g., Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Byrne, 1997; Markman & Tetlock, 2000).
However, within the framework of reasoning and its social concomitants there has been
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limited research on how counterfactuals are processed on-line during language
comprehension.
Recently, Ferguson and Sanford (2008) (see also Ferguson, Sanford & Leuthold,
2006) have used a novel approach to examine this issue using eye-movement
investigations in reading. Participants read short passages where a context sentence
introduced a counterfactual-world (CW), as in If cats were vegetariansÉ, or a real-world
(RW) situation, as in If cats are hungryÉ ; then a second sentence was manipulated to
create RW-incongruent / CW-congruent continuations (e.g. Families could feed their cat a
bowl of carrots É), respectively RW-congruent / CW-incongruent continuations (e.g.
Families could feed their cat a bowl of fish É). Results showed that typical effects of real
world violations can be ÔneutralisedÕ within an appropriate pre-specified CW context.
Further, RW-congruent items can lead to the experience of an anomaly following a CW
context. Importantly, there was also evidence for early processing difficulty with RW
violations regardless of prior context, indicating that a proposition is rapidly evaluated
against real-world knowledge, just prior to the accommodation of a proposition into a
counterfactual world representation. These results support a dual, possibly two-stage,
comprehension process for counterfactuals, where both factual and counterfactual
information is available to the reader. Clearly, when the use of a word violates real-world
knowledge, this creates a very early effect upon reading, while contextual information
appears to influence later discourse resolution.
The above findings are compatible with the mental model theory of Johnson-Laird
(1983; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991), which assumes that different mental spaces are
created to represent information during language comprehension. This theory has a ÒcoreÓ
extensional account of conditionals, making a conditional if p then q logically equivalent
to not-p or q. Thus, mental spaces, and the relationships between them, are a way of
specifying an interpretation of a discourse. The mental model theory has been applied to
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counterfactual reasoning (Fauconnier, 1985; 1997). According to Fauconnier, two mental
spaces are produced in the case of counterfactual conditionals; one is the reality space and
the other is the counterfactual hypothetical space. Hence, counterfactuality is described as
a case of forced incompatibility between these two spaces, since what is true in the
counterfactual space is false in the reality space.
Similar to counterfactual reasoning, theory of mind is a case of possibly valid
reasoning based on the beliefs of other people that might be false according to our own
knowledge of reality. Tasks involving theory of mind (ToM) require an understanding of
events according to the intentions, beliefs and desires of other people. Much work on ToM
has centred around impairments of this ability, such as Autism spectrum disorders (BaronCohen, 2000; Tager- Flusberg, Boshart & Baron- Cohen, 1998; Leslie, 1994) and
schizophrenia (Frith & Frith, 1988; Frith & Corcoran, 1996) and also on locating a
neurological basis for ToM reasoning (Gallagher & Frith, 2003; Happe, Malhi &
Checkley, 2001; Rowe, Bullock, Polkey & Morris 2001; Stone, Baron-Cohen & Knight,
1998; Stuss, Gallup & Alexander, 2001). However, this research has been limited by the
use of traditional response-based measures used to investigate ToM comprehension.
Since ToM situations require comprehenders to represent information about both
their own reality and reality according to another personÕs beliefs, it appears plausible to
assume that ToM tasks engage a dual comprehension process involving multiple mental
spaces, similar to counterfactuals. In fact, such a link between ToM and counterfactuals
has recently been proposed by developmental theorists who suggest that theory of mind is
a special case of counterfactual thinking, and as such may engage a network of consistent
specialized cognitive processes (Leslie, 1987; Riggs et al., 1998). Indeed, ability in
counterfactual reasoning has emerged as a necessary but not sufficient component of
successful performance in false belief tasks (Peterson & Bowler, 2000). However,
although this theoretical similarity appears plausible given the multiple mental spaces
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required by both counterfactuals and ToM, this is a relatively novel link and as such,
investigations of it have been very limited. Specifically, no empirical studies have
examined the nature of cognitive processes involved in creating, maintaining and selecting
the appropriate representation in each case. The present paper is a direct attempt to
examine the role played by real-world (factual) knowledge, and inferences from
counterfactual worlds (Exp. 1) or the beliefs of others (Exp. 2) during on-line
comprehension of simple statements in a Ôvisual worldÕ setting, and to determine whether
related processes are revealed in these tasks.
Recently, some studies have attempted to use on-line measures to investigate the
linguistic processing of perspectives, including common ground knowledge and theory of
mind issues (Nadig & Sedivy, 2002; Hanna, Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 2003; Keysar, Barr,
Balin & Brauner, 2000; Keysar, Lin & Barr, 2003; Epley, Morewedge & Keysar, 2004).
Common ground refers to knowledge shared by two or more interlocutors and differs from
privileged ground knowledge, which represents knowledge known to only one member of
a group. These studies employed a version of the visual-world paradigm: participantsÕ eye
movements were monitored while they followed a confederateÕs instructions to manipulate
real world objects. Using this method, evidence was provided that communicators have
rapid access to common ground information and can use perspective cues to accurately
infer privileged information from a speaker. Keysar et al. (2003) used this technique to
enhance current understanding of theory of mind, reporting a dissociation between
peoplesÕ ability to reflect on information from their own versus other peoplesÕ knowledge
and the routine ability to apply it in social situations. Their results suggest that while
people have no problem assessing another personÕs knowledge, they do not reliably use
this information to predict the intentions of that person. Further, speakers have been
shown to adjust the syntactic structure of a sentence to facilitate comprehension in another
person, suggesting that information from their own knowledge and the knowledge of
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others interacts to ease production and comprehension (Haywood, Pickering & Branigan,
2005; but cf. Ferreira & Dell, 2000; Arnold,Wasow, Asudeh, & Alrenga, 2004). Only one
of these studies examined the progressive temporal nature of perspective switches (Hanna
et al., 2003), although this study did not directly test whether knowledge of another
personÕs beliefs can lead to assumptions on predicting othersÕ behaviour. These issues will
be addressed in this paper.
The present studies investigate the extent to which the constraints of real-world
knowledge and prior context influence eye-movements directed towards entities in a
visual field. In recent years large amounts of research have used the visual-world
paradigm to investigate language-mediated eye-movements. With such a technique, initial
studies demonstrated that eye-movements can be directed by auditory input towards
appropriate objects in a visual display (Cooper, 1974; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton,
Eberhard & Sedivy, 1995). It is commonly believed that such language-mediated eyemovements reflect the cognitive processes that underlie language comprehension.
Moreover, growing evidence has shown that the eyes can move towards a critical object
before a word referring to that object is available. Altmann and Kamide (1999), for
example, demonstrated that when an auditory sentence such as Ôthe boy will eat the cakeÕ
is paired with a visual display depicting a boy, a cake, and some inedible objects, listeners
launch anticipatory eye-movements towards the cake as soon as the verb ÔeatÕ is available.
Numerous experiments have used the visual world paradigm to demonstrate that
discourse processing is driven by predictive relationships involving syntax (e.g. Kamide,
Scheepers & Altmann, 2003; Scheepers & Crocker, 2004; Arai, van Gompel, &
Scheepers, 2007), semantics (e.g. Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers & Carlson, 1999;
Kamide, Altmann & Haywood, 2003; Huettig & Altmann, 2005; Yee & Sedivy, 2006;
Scheepers, Keller, & Lapata, 2008) and real-world expectations (Altmann & Kamide, in
press). However, it is not clear whether these fundamental processing strategies can also
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be influenced by introducing a counterfactual context or by manipulating the beliefs of
others (ToM). The visual world paradigm is ideal to study top-down expectations in these
two types of reasoning, as both counterfactuals and the beliefs of others may rapidly
establish a context that is contradictory to the readersÕ real-world or factual knowledge. As
such, counterfactuals and knowledge of the beliefs of others may create strong predictive
biases that would interact with real-world knowledge during processing. The issue we
examined, therefore, was whether people can use their knowledge of the wider discourse
to override real-world knowledge to predict specific upcoming reference as the current
sentence is unfolding. Thus, the current experiments complement the work from Ferguson
& Sanford (2008) that specifically looked at integration and recovery strategies following
counterfactually-licensed pragmatic anomalies.
In sum, the studies reported here offer a comparison of counterfactual conditional
reasoning with reasoning based on the beliefs of others (ToM). The motivation for this
design originates from the potential commonalities and differences between counterfactual
and ToM contexts. Specifically, both tasks require comprehenders to represent two
versions of the world; one is factual or reality-based and the other is derived from some
counterfactual scenario or privileged information about the beliefs of others. Further,
successful interpretation of both counterfactual and ToM contexts involves ignoring Ôwhat
you knowÕ to focus on an alternative state of affairs, thus demonstrating that deductive
reasoning plays an integral role in their comprehension. In contrast, a critical difference
between counterfactual and ToM reasoning tasks is the fact that ToM tasks implicate
charactersÕ mental states. Counterfactuals, on the other hand, typically focus on physical
states. Therefore, it is likely that the mental state element involved in ToM tasks requires
extra cognitive processes compared to counterfactual reasoning. The current experiments
will attempt to disentangle these effects and explore how counterfactual and false belief
contexts influence expectations that are derived online during language comprehension.
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Experiment 1
Experiment 1 investigated the comprehension of counterfactual conditionals such as in (1).

(1) If cats were vegetariansÉ

Participants heard a real-world (RW) or counterfactual-world (CW) context sentence,
followed by a target sentence that was paired with visually presented referents. Eye
movements around the visual scene were monitored and time-locked to related auditory
input to examine context effects on the anticipation of forthcoming linguistic RW or CW
referents. According to the mental model theory, counterfactual reasoning requires people
to keep in mind both the counterfactual and the factual alternatives. This immediately
leads to a processing question: can our real-world expectations be ÔneutralisedÕ within a
pre-specified counterfactual world context so that comprehenders immediately predict
upcoming linguistic input according to the preceding CW context? Further, if this contextbound prediction does emerge, at what stage of processing is it revealed? More
specifically, can a prior counterfactual context lead to anticipatory eye-movements
towards contextually relevant objects in a scene (that are anomalous given RW
knowledge) or is this contextual integration process delayed so that it initially leads to a
RW preference, and later becomes accommodated by the counterfactual world
representation? This is the basic question of Experiment 1.

Method
Participants
Twenty-eight participants from the University of GlasgowÕs undergraduate population
were paid to take part in the study. All were native English speakers with normal or
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corrected to normal vision and had no prior exposure to the experimental items. The same
twenty-eight participants also took part in Experiment 2. Note that the two experiments
were run in separate testing blocks in a counterbalanced order (half of participants
received Experiment 1 first and the other half Experiment 2 first), alongside different filler
items.

Stimuli and Design
Twenty-four experimental pictures were paired with auditory passages in one of four
conditions. Table 1 and Figure 1 provide an example of such experimental sentences and
the associated visual displays. The latter were created using commercially available clip
art collections and were presented on a 21 inch colour monitor running at 85 Hz refresh
rate in 1024 x 768 pixels resolution. Each scene contained four objects: Topic (the cat in
the given example), RW Referent (fish), CW Referent (carrots), and a Distracter (bus)
which was neither RW nor CW congruent. To prevent any systematic viewing strategies,
spatial arrangements of these four picture elements differed across items. Sound files
consisted of two sentences: Sentence one created a RW or CW context (If cats are
hungryÉ versus If cats were vegetariansÉ) and Sentence two drew reference to a RW- or
CW-consistent referent (Families could feed their cat a bowl of fish versus carrotsÉ),
resulting in a 2x2 within subjects design. Importantly, all items used concepts paired with
highly predictable associates (e.g. cats-fish/ vegetarians-carrots; America-baseball/ Spainbullfights; spider-web/ bee-honey) to narrow the number of alternatives available to
perceivers1. Note that CW- consistent referents (e.g. carrots) were anomalous in RW
contexts, and vice-versa for RW-consistent referents (e.g. fish). Experimental sentences
1

The predictability of these associates is supported by Ferguson and SanfordÕs (2008) eye tracking studies.
In an additional pre-test, we collected word association ratings ranging from 1 (low word association) to 5
(high word association). The resulting mean scores were 4.6 (RW-RW), 1.2 (RW-CW), 4.1 (CW-CW) and
1.1 (CW-RW), suggesting high association for concept matched words and low association for concept
mismatched words.
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varied in syntactic structure, such that the critical word (ÒfishÓ or ÒcarrotsÓ) did not always
occur in exactly the same position across items. However, we made sure that the position
of the critical word always occurred roughly mid-sentence and was identical across
conditions for each item. One version of each item was assigned to one of four
presentation lists, with each list containing twenty-four experimental items, six in each of
the four conditions, blocked to ensure that they were evenly distributed. In addition,
twenty-four unrelated filler items were added to each list2. They all consisted of correctly
matched picture-sentence pairings and were interspersed randomly among the twenty-four
experimental trials to create a single random order. Each subject only saw each target
sentence once, in one of the four conditions. At least one filler trial intervened between
any two experimental trials.

ÒTABLE 1 ABOUT HEREÓ
ÒF1GURE 1 ABOUT HEREÓ

Sentences were recorded in one session from a female native British English
speaker who was instructed to use a neutral intonation. The auditory files were presented
as 16 KHz mono sound clips via a satellite speaker system connected to the eye-tracker
PC. The temporal onsets of critical words in Sentence 2 were hand-coded with millisecond
resolution using the GoldWave sound-editing package.
Comprehension questions, relating to either the auditory or visual input, followed
half of the experimental and half of the filler trials. Participants did not receive feedback
for their responses to these questions. All participants scored at or above 90% accuracy on
the comprehension questions.
2

The full list of filler items can be obtained from the first author.
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Procedure
Participants were seated in front of a 21 inch colour monitor that was connected to an SR
Research Eyelink II head- mounted eye tracking system running at 500 Hz sampling rate.
Viewing was binocular, but only the participantsÕ dominant eye was tracked, as
determined via a simple parallax test prior to the experiment. Participants were given the
following instruction: ÒIn this experiment you will hear short spoken passages and during
the second sentence a picture will also be displayed. We are interested in how the pictures
help you understand the spoken passagesÓ.
As illustrated in Figure 2, each trial began with the presentation of a single
centrally-located dot and participants were asked to fixate it so that an automatic drift
correction could be performed. While the participant fixated this dot, the experimenter
pressed a button to initiate the trial. The dot was replaced by a fixation cross while
participants heard Sentence 1 (RW or CW context, no picture presentation). They were
asked to continue looking at the fixation cross during this time. Then a 100ms blank
screen was presented, followed by the target picture combined with Sentence 2. The onset
of the target picture preceded the onset of the corresponding spoken sentence by 1000ms.
The picture stayed on the screen for nine seconds, and the corresponding sentence
typically ended 1-2 seconds before the end of the trial.

ÒFIGURE 2 ABOUT HEREÓ

At the beginning of the experiment, and once every ten trials thereafter, the eyetracker was calibrated and validated against nine fixation points. This procedure took
about half a minute and an entire session lasted for about half an hour.
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Results and Discussion
Data Processing
Eye-movements that were initiated during Sentence 2 were processed according to the
relevant picture and sound onsets for the purpose of aggregating fixation locations and
durations. Temporal onsets and offsets of the fixations were recalculated relative to the
corresponding picture onset by subtracting the picture onset from the relative fixation
onsets. An automatic procedure was used to pool short contiguous fixations. Fixations
shorter than 80ms (fewer than 4% of the cases) were integrated with the immediately
preceding or following fixation if that fixation lay within half a degree of visual angle,
otherwise the fixation was excluded. The rationale for this was that such short fixations
usually result from false saccade planning (see Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989) and are unlikely
to reflect meaningful information processing. In case a blink occurred, its duration was
added to the immediately preceding fixation (processing is unlikely to pause during a
blink). The spatial coordinates of the fixations (in pixels) were then mapped onto the
appropriate object regions using colour-coded bitmap templates; if a fixation was located
within 20 pixels around an objectÕs perimeter, it was coded as belonging to that object,
otherwise, it was coded as background. Finally, all consecutive fixations within one object
region before the eyes moved to a different region were pooled into a single gaze.
As with Arai et al. (2007), we analysed probabilities of gazes to the critical RW
and CW referents as a function of time, using the following log-ratio measure:

(Eq. 1)

log(RW/CW) = ln(P(RW) / P(CW)),

where P(RW) refers to the probability of gazes on the RW referent (fish) and P(CW) to the
probability of gazes on the CW referent (carrots); ln refers to the natural logarithm. The
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measure is symmetrical around zero such that higher proportions of gazes on the RW
referent result in a positive score (e.g. ln(.50/.25) = 0.693) and higher proportions of gazes
on the CW referent in a negative score (e.g. ln(.25/.50) = −0.693). Equal proportions of
looks between the two referents yields a score of zero (ln(1) = 0).3
For our log(RW/CW) analyses, we chose a time period ranging from 1500 ms
before the onset of the critical word (ÒfishÓ or ÒcarrotsÓ, respectively) until 2000 ms after
the onset of the critical word. Across items, 95% CIs for the critical word period
(measured from the onset of the critical word to the onset of the subsequent word)
amounted to 931 ± 31 ms and 919 ± 37 ms for the RW and CW language input conditions,
respectively. The data were synchronized on a by-trial basis, relative to the onset of the
critical word in the appropriate item-condition combination. Figure 3 plots the observed
average log(RW/CW) data in each condition, for every 20 ms time-slot within the selected
time period. The solid black vertical line in the figure (t = 0) indicates the critical word
onset and the arrow indicates the average verb onset (e.g. feed).

ÒFIGURE 3 ABOUT HEREÓ

In order to reduce the number of statistical tests without masking potentially
important detail, the 20ms time-slots in Figure 3 were aggregated into larger analysis
windows. We employed a cluster-analytic procedure (see appendix for full details of this
procedure) which identified 9 groups of contiguous time-slots (among the 175 available)
that showed maximally similar cross-condition data patterns within each cluster and
maximally distinct patterns between clusters. Since one of these clusters spanned across
3

Since this measure only takes proportions of gazes on the RW and CW referent into account, it is important
to stress that proportions of gazes on the Topic (cat) and Distracter (bus) referents revealed no significant
cross-condition effects whatsoever. See http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/research/ferguson.pdf for the
corresponding raw probability plots (separately for critical and non-critical objects).
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the critical word onset (-200 to 400 ms), we divided it into two clusters for analysis. This
ensured a clear-cut distinction between effects immediately preceding (i.e. anticipation)
and following the critical word onset. The resulting analysis clusters are indicated by the
dashed vertical lines in Figure 3.

Main Analyses
In the first set of analyses, we were interested in whether prior context (RW versus CW)
affected proportions of gazes on the RW referent (the fish in Figure 1) relative to the CW
referent (the carrots in Figure 1) in time periods preceding and following the onset of the
critical word (ÒfishÓ or ÒcarrotsÓ). Another question was whether and how type of context
interacted with the RW/CW language input in Sentence 2.
For each participant (and respectively item) and condition, a weighted average4
log(RW/CW) score was calculated over the 20ms time slots per analysis cluster (dashed
vertical lines in Figure 3). The weighted averages per cluster were then subjected to 2*2
ANOVAs with context (RW vs. CW) and language input (RW vs. CW) as repeatedmeasures factors. Table 2 displays the statistical details of the effects, allowing
generalization to participants (F1) and items (F2), for each time window of interest.
Strength of association is reported in terms of partial eta-squared (pη²).

ÒTABLE 2 ABOUT HEREÓ

4

Due to saccades or occasional blinks, numbers of observations differed slightly across 20 ms time slots.
The weighted average takes this into account, so that time slots with more observations contribute
proportionally more to the average than time slots with fewer observations.
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The analyses revealed no fully consistent effects within the first three time windows
(cluster 1 to 3). However, a reliable main effect of context emerged in cluster 4, beginning
200ms prior to the critical word onset and ending right at the critical word onset. Fixations
were more likely to be made towards contextually relevant referents. That is, a RW
context led to an anticipatory visual bias towards the RW-referent (as indicated in more
positive log(RW/CW) scores in Figure 3) and a CW context lead to an anticipatory bias
towards the CW-referent (negative log(RW/CW) scores). The main effect of language
input was neither expected nor found during this time period where the critical word is not
yet available. The effect of context persisted into cluster 5 (0- 400ms post-critical word
onset) with the same pattern of gazes as in cluster 4. Again, no main effect of language
input emerged in this time window, which suggests that the critical word is still being
processed until up to 400ms after critical word onset. Also note that an additional
inspection of the intercept estimates for the ANOVAs up to and including cluster 5
(testing whether the log-ratio scores are generally different from zero) revealed no
evidence for an overall visual bias [all Fs < 2]. This suggests that the observed anticipation
effects are solely driven by context (additional consideration of world knowledge should
have manifested itself in reliably more positive log-ratio scores overall).
The context effect persisted into cluster 7 (460- 620ms post-critical word onset), as
more fixations were made towards contextually relevant referents. However, during this
time period, a main effect of language input also emerged, indicating that the critical word
has been recognised and that the relevant ÔappropriateÕ referent is therefore visually
favoured. In other words, participantsÕ attention has shifted from purely contextually
constrained expectations to additional bottom-up influences from the available language
input. Subsequent analyses revealed a similar main effect of language input in cluster 8
(620- 880ms), cluster 9 (880- 1340ms) and cluster 10 (1340- 2000ms). This suggests that
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from ca. 460ms after the onset of the critical word, participants visually favour the referent
that is ÔappropriateÕ to the auditory input, regardless of inconsistencies with prior context.
Interestingly, Figure 3 also suggests that after perceivers had recognised the critical
word (from cluster 7 onwards), the resulting bias towards RW referents peaked earlier
(between cluster 7 and 8, see positive scores) than the bias towards CW referents (peaking
within cluster 9, see negative scores) Ð independently of context (there were no context !
language input interactions for these clusters, cf. Table 2). Indeed, this could reflect an
interesting difference in the average timing of responses to RW versus CW-consistent
language input.
To address this issue, we conducted additional analyses with language input (RW
vs. CW, averaged across the two context conditions) and cluster (7, 8, 9, 10) as repeatedmeasures factors. The analyses were performed on cluster ranks per language input
condition, computed individually for each participant and item, respectively. Since four
clusters were considered, the rank scores ranged from 1 to 4. For RW language input, the
cluster with the most positive log-ratio mean was scored highest (4) and the cluster with
the least positive log-ratio mean lowest (1); for CW language input, the cluster with the
most negative log-ratio mean was scored highest (4) and the cluster with the least negative
log-ratio mean lowest (1). In this way, the cluster ranks indicated (on an ordinal scale)
how strongly perceivers were biased towards the ÔappropriateÕ referent in each timecluster after recognising the critical word.5 The mean cluster ranks are shown in Table 3,
together with 95% confidence limits both for the rank means and for the RW-CW rank
differences per cluster.

5

The main advantage of using cluster ranks is that they allow for testing differences in peak location
(temporal cluster in which the relevant visual bias reaches its maximum) independently of any differences in
peak amplitude (overall ÔstrengthÕ of visual bias). Moreover, rank scores are very robust against extreme
values.
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ÒTABLE 3 ABOUT HEREÓ

Two-way ANOVAs established a main effect of cluster [F1(3, 81) = 9.72, p < 0.001; pη² =
0.26; F2 (3, 69) = 4.12, p < 0.01; pη² = 0.15], due to differing average ranks across the four
clusters. The main effect of language input was not, and could not be, statistically
meaningful because the coding implied an average rank of exactly (1+2+3+4)/4 = 2.5 in
each language input condition. Crucially, there was a reliable cluster ! language input
interaction [F1(3, 81) = 3.50, p < 0.02; pη² = 0.11; F2(3, 69) = 4.98; p < 0.004; pη² = 0.18];
inspection of Table 3 indicates that early on (cluster 7 and 8) the ordinal bias towards
ÔappropriateÕ referents tended to be stronger with RW rather than CW language input;
later (cluster 9 and 10) the reverse was true. Hence, the analyses confirm a reliably earlier
peak location for the bias towards ÔappropriateÕ referents after recognising RW- rather
than CW-congruent language input. This is interesting because it represents an analogy to
findings from reading showing that real-world consistent information is easier to integrate
early on than real-world inconsistent information, regardless of context (Ferguson &
Sanford, 2008).

Preview Region
In order to examine very early anticipatory effects prior to language input, we analysed
log(RW/CW) distributions during the picture preview. Recall that the onset of the picture
preceded the onset of the corresponding target sentence by 1000ms. Specifically, we
analysed weighted average log(RW/CW) scores from 500ms to 1000ms post-picture onset
(prior to that time period, participants were likely to fixate the area around the previously
presented fixation cross, meaning insufficient numbers of observations for log(RW/CW)
analyses). Note that this time window did not overlap with the main analysis time period
in any of the experimental trials. The analyses revealed a main effect of context [F1(1, 27)
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= 4.2, p < 0.05, pη² = 0.12; F2 (1, 23) = 9.2, p < 0.01, pη² = 0.29] which was mainly due to
increased proportions of gazes on the CW-referent following a CW context (95% CIs for
the log(RW/CW) scores in this condition: -0.36 ± 0.32 by subjects; -0.55 ± 0.49 by items),
whereas following a RW context, no significant anticipation of the corresponding RW
referent was evident (0.13 ± 0.32 by subjects; -0.04 ± 0.53 by items). This suggests that
after a CW context, participants are already forming assumptions as to an appropriate
continuation even before the target sentence is available. The main effect of language
input was not reliable during the preview period [Fs < 1.2] and there was no significant
context by language input interaction either [Fs < 0.5].
To summarise, participants were able to quickly use prior context information to
make anticipatory eye-movements towards a relevant referent in the visual display. The
corresponding anticipation effects were initiated from at least 200ms prior to critical word
onset. Our data indicated that participants expect a context-relevant continuation
regardless of whether this continuation is consistent with world-knowledge or not. Indeed,
additional analyses of the preview region revealed that following a counterfactual context
(but not following a real-world context) participants were immediately drawn towards the
contextually relevant visual object. This suggests that the mental space representing
counterfactual information expects a continuation of the form ÔIfÉthenÉÕ, whereas a
real-world context does not seem to trigger immediate expectations towards a specific
consequence. This difference could be due to the novelty of the counterfactual scenario set
up by the CW context, which becomes more salient to comprehenders than conventional
real-world scenarios.
At least for the given example, a potential concern might be that the word
ÔvegetariansÕ in the CW context conditions could prime access to carrots in the visual
scene. However, the following considerations render low-level priming a rather
implausible explanation of the anticipatory eye-movement patterns during the preview
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period. First, the CW context not only mentioned ÔvegetariansÕ (related to carrots) but also
ÔcatsÕ (related to fish). Second, the co-presence of visual items in the target picture (with
cat and fish going more naturally together than cat and carrots) should have benefited
RW-contexts in eliciting a visual bias towards RW-consistent referents. However, only
CW contexts (but not RW contexts) were found to elicit a significant bias towards
contextually consistent (CW) referents during picture preview. This supports a model
where comprehenders are using the counterfactual discourse to construct a novel
'alternative world', thus relying on higher-level comprehension processes rather than just
low-level priming.
Finally, the priming issue has been explicitly addressed in a previous study
(Ferguson & Sanford, 2008) to ensure that information in the CW context sentence was
not priming readersÕ access to the critical word in the critical sentence (i.e. carrots being
primed by vegetarians). In this reading study (using sentence materials comparable to the
present ones), RW context sentences contained the same potential prime word as CW
context sentences, but in a ÒrealisticÓ framework, as in ÔEvolution dictates that cats are
carnivores and cows are vegetariansÕ. Using such a modified design, readers showed the
same effect patterns as with ÔstandardÕ RW contexts (e.g., If cats are hungryÉ),
demonstrating that biases towards CW referents are very unlikely to be purely lexically
driven.
Consistent with previous visual-world findings, the relevant Ôlanguage-appropriateÕ
referent was visually favoured shortly after the critical word became available in the
spoken input. Analyses on how this bias towards language-supported referents developed
over time (cf. Table 3) suggested that the integration of real-world consistent information
(e.g. Families could feed their cat a bowl of fish É) had a temporal advantage over the
integration of real-world inconsistent information (e.g. Families could feed their cat a
bowl of carrots É), regardless of context. This is in line with findings from reading which
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showed that real-world violations lead to context-independent disruption effects as soon as
the critical word is encountered (Ferguson & Sanford, 2008).
In conclusion, the present visual world data point to an important distinction
between contextually-driven expectation effects on the one hand (which, in this form,
cannot be measured in a reading task) and bottom-up word integration effects on the other.
We will return to this point in the general discussion.

Experiment 2
The question arises as to whether context-dependent anticipation effects can be replicated
for the similar case of predicting events according to the beliefs of others. It should if
people are able to ignore or effectively exclude their knowledge of reality to adopt an
alternative ÔrealityÕ, consistent with the beliefs of others, as the basis of processing. Note
that, here, ÔrealityÕ refers to a state of affairs portrayed as reality though the narrative,
rather than reality inferred from general world knowledge. An example of a false belief
statement is shown in (2) where reality and the beliefs of another person are in direct
conflict with one another.

(2) John washed the dishes after his breakfast and left his watch on the table. While John
was distracted, Victoria moved the watch from the table to the bed. Later, John wanted to
find his watch so he looked on the bed and yawned.

In this example, context suggests that John is unlikely to know that the watch has moved
from the table to the bed (he was distracted while that happened), so his reported actions
(he looked on the bed) are actually inconsistent with his beliefs. In Experiment 2 we
investigated such processing of the beliefs of others (Theory of Mind, ToM). Participants
heard a ÔrealityÕ or ÔbeliefÕ context, followed by a target sentence paired with visually
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presented referents. Eye movements around the visual scene were monitored and timelocked to related auditory input to examine context effects on anticipation towards
forthcoming linguistic reality or belief referents. Following from the mental model theory
(see introduction), it seems plausible to presume that ToM tasks engage a dual-stage
comprehension process, similar to what has been proposed for counterfactuals, where
mental spaces are created to represent information about both our own reality and ÔrealityÕ
according to another personÕs beliefs. The aim was to allow a fuller investigation into the
representation and processing of information within a specified context. Additionally, we
hoped to explore whether the beliefs of others are processed in the same way as
counterfactuals, and specifically whether there is a different pattern or time-course of
prediction for counterfactual and theory of mind reasoning.

Method
Stimuli and Design
Twenty-four sets of three experimental pictures were paired with an auditory passage in
one of four conditions. Table 4 and Figure 4 provide an example of such experimental
sentences and the associated visual scenes.

ÒTABLE 4 ABOUT HEREÓ
ÒFIGURE 4 ABOUT HEREÓ

The experimental design was similar to that in Experiment 1. Sound files consisted of
three sentences: Sentence one introduced a character and described that character putting a
target object in a given location. Sentence two then described a second character moving
the target object to a new location. This action was either Ôexplicitly observedÕ or ÔmissedÕ
by the first character, creating a ÔrealityÕ or a ÔbeliefÕ context (e.g. ÔLater, John noticed
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Victoria move theÉÕ, versus ÔWhile John was distracted, Victoria moved theÉÕ). A final
third sentence drew reference to a reality- or belief- relevant location (e.g., ÔLater, John
wanted his watch so he looked on the bed versus tableÉÕ), resulting in a 2x2 within
subjects design. Note that the reality- or belief- language input variables in sentence two
refer to consistency with the correspondingly-named context. Thus, a reality- referent is
congruent with a reality context but anomalous in a belief context; equally, a beliefreferent is congruent in a belief context and anomalous in a reality context. Three different
visual scenes were composed to accompany each auditory sentence. The first scene
contained an image of the target object, Character 1 and Location 1. The second scene
displayed the target object, Character 2 and Location 2. Finally, the target scene contained
four objects: target object, Character 1, reality referent (Location 1) and belief referent
(Location 2). The different theory of mind scenarios were set up via auditory context such
that the main protagonist (Character 1) either knew that the target object has been moved
(reality context) or not (belief context). One version of each item was assigned to one of
four presentation lists, with each list containing twenty-four experimental items, six in
each of the four conditions, blocked to ensure that they were evenly distributed. In
addition, twenty-four filler items were added to each list. They all consisted of correctly
matched picture- sentence pairings and were interspersed randomly among the twenty-four
experimental trials to create a single random order. Each subject only saw each target
sentence once, in one of the four conditions. At least one filler trial intervened between
any two experimental trials.
Sentences were recorded by the same female native British English speaker as in
Experiment 1 and were presented to participants via the same apparatus.
As in Experiment 1, comprehension questions followed half of the experimental and half
of the filler trials. The questions could either refer to aspects of the previously presented
pictures or to the content of the spoken sentences. Participants did not receive feedback for
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their responses. All participants scored at or above 90% accuracy on the comprehension
questions.

Procedure
The eye tracking procedures were similar to those in Experiment 1. Participants were
given the following instruction: ÒIn this experiment you will hear short spoken passages
and during each sentence, a picture will be displayed. We are interested in how the
pictures help you understand the spoken passagesÓ.
As illustrated in Figure 5, each trial began with the presentation of a single
centrally- located dot and participants were asked to fixate it so that automatic drift
corrections could be performed. Following successful fixation, the experimenter pressed a
button to initiate the trial. The dot was then replaced by Scene 1 while participants heard
Sentence 1. Next, Scene 2 was presented with Sentence 2 (reality or belief context).
Finally, the target Scene 3 appeared with Sentence 3. A 100ms blank screen occurred in
between any two successive scenes per trial. The onset of each picture preceded the onset
of the corresponding spoken sentence by 1000ms and participantsÕ eye-movements were
only recorded during the final (target) picture/sentence presentation. Each trial was
automatically ended after 9 seconds; auditory sentences typically ended around 1-2
seconds before the end of the corresponding picture presentation.

ÒFIGURE 5 ABOUT HEREÓ

As in Experiment 1, the eye-tracker was calibrated and validated at the beginning of each
session and once every ten trials thereafter.

Results and Discussion
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Data Processing
Analysis procedures were largely the same as in Experiment 1. Eye-tracking data collected
during the final (target) picture/sentence presentation were summarised in terms of the
following log-ratio measure:

(Eq. 2)

log(R/B) = ln(P(R) / P(B)),

where P(R) refers to the probability of gazes on the ÔReality-referentÕ (the bed in our
example) and P(B) to the probability of gazes on the ÔBelief-referentÕ (table); positive
scores on this measure indicate a visual preference for the Reality-referent and negative
scores a visual preference for the Belief-referent.6
Since the critical word (ÒbedÓ or ÒtableÓ, respectively) was located closer to the
end of the sentence than the critical word in Experiment 1 (two versus seven words prior
to sentence conclusion respectively), we analysed a slightly shorter time period in
Experiment 2, this time spanning from 1500ms before critical word onset until 1500ms
after the critical word onset. The critical word period (measured from the onset of the
critical word to the onset of the subsequent word) averaged 655 ± 39 ms and 587 ± 38 ms
(95% CIs by items) for the ÔrealityÕ and ÔbeliefÕ language input conditions, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the corresponding average log(R/B) data per condition, sampled in 20ms
resolution. As in Experiment 1, the solid black vertical line in the figure (t = 0) indicates
the critical word onset, the dashed lines represent cluster boundaries and the arrow
indicates the average verb onset (looked). Again, we employed k-means cluster analysis to
identify larger time windows for analysis. The procedure identified 12 clusters of
6

Again, we found no differential effects of experimental condition on proportions of looks to the remaining
referents in the pictures (e.g. John or the watch), justifying our approach of focusing on Reality- and Beliefreferents only. See http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/research/projects/ferguson.pdf for raw probability figures
(separately for critical and non-critical objects).
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contiguous 20ms time slots with similar data patterns across conditions, as shown in the
figure. Note that cluster 4 and 5 already happened to border right at the critical word onset.
The following inferential analyses were based on weighted average log(R/B) scores per
cluster.

ÒFIGURE 6 ABOUT HEREÓ

Main Analyses
For each analysis cluster, we performed a 2*2 ANOVA comprising context (reality versus
belief) and language input (reality versus belief) as repeated-measures factors. Table 5
displays the statistical details of the effects, allowing generalization to participants (F1)
and items (F2), for each time window of interest.

ÒTABLE 5 ABOUT HEREÓ

The analyses revealed no significant effects before cluster 3 (560 to 260ms prior to critical
word onset) where a reliable main effect of context emerged: comparable to Experiment 1,
anticipatory fixations were more likely to be made towards contextually relevant referents.
Thus, from 560ms prior to critical word onset, participants were already able to predict
events according to the previously induced reality or the beliefs of others. This effect
lasted into cluster 4, from 260ms before to 0ms (critical word onset), cluster 5 (0- 160ms)
and cluster 6 (160- 280ms) with no additional effects of, or interactions with, language
input. Also, there was no indication of a general bias in the log-ratio scores [Fs < 1 for the
ANOVA intercepts not shown in the table for the sake of space]. Thus, up until cluster 6,
it appears that contextually inconsistent critical words are not being recognised, and that
context is the sole determinant of participantsÕ anticipatory eye-movement behaviour.
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However, from cluster 7 (280- 380ms) a main effect of language input emerged,
revealing that from 280ms after critical word onset, participants visually favoured the
relevant ÔappropriateÕ referent. This effect appeared alongside a reliable context main
effect. Cluster 8 (380- 500ms) showed a similar pattern of results, with reliable effects of
language input and context. Clusters 9 (500- 640ms) and 10 (640- 860ms) maintain the
significant effect of language input. However, effects of context have largely faded away
in these time windows. Clusters 11 (860- 1260ms) and 12 (1260- 1500ms) also showed a
reliable main effect of language input, and interestingly, reliable effects of context reemerged in these time windows. Thus, it appears that prior context regarding reality or the
beliefs of others has a very early (anticipatory) and enduring influence on language
comprehension in this kind of paradigm.
Finally, note that there was no clear suggestion of language-input dependent
differences in how visual biases towards ÔappropriateÕ referents developed over time,
contrasting with Experiment 1. To confirm this, we conducted statistical analyses of
cluster ranks with language input (Reality vs. Belief, averaged across the two context
conditions) and cluster (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) as repeated-measures factors. Mean cluster
ranks (scored from 1 to 6) are shown in Table 6, together with 95% confidence limits both
for the rank means and for the Reality-Belief rank differences per cluster. In sum, the twoway ANOVAs revealed a main effect of cluster [F1(5, 135) = 6.08, p = 0.001; pη² = 0.57;
F2 (5, 115) = 5.49, p < 0.005; pη² = 0.59], reflecting the differing average ranks across the
six clusters. More importantly, there was no interaction between cluster and language
input [Fs < 1.27], thus demonstrating that integration of Ôinput-appropriateÕ referents is not
influenced by temporarily-established reality or beliefs information.

ÒTABLE 6 ABOUT HEREÓ
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Preview Region
As in Experiment 1, anticipation effects were examined in the preview period prior to
linguistic input. Specifically, we analysed the time window from 500ms to 1000ms postpicture onset, as before. Once again, this time window did not overlap with the main
analysis time window for any experimental items. Statistical analyses were carried out on
the probabilities of gazes to the critical Reality and Belief referents as a function of time,
using the same log-ratio measure as explained previously (Eq. 2). Inferential analyses
revealed no significant main effect of context or language input, and there was also no
reliable context by language input interaction [all Fs < 2.8].

In sum, Experiment 2 showed that participants were, on average, able to use
information from a prior context to update their knowledge about reality and the beliefs of
others to anticipate a relevant referent from 560ms prior to the critical word onset. This
supports findings from Experiment 1 that prior context is rapidly processed so that
participants expect a context-relevant continuation. As with counterfactuals, the relevant
Ôlanguage-appropriateÕ referent was visually favoured shortly after the critical (reality or
belief- referent) word became available in the sentence. However, contrasting with
Experiment 1, there was no difference in the dynamics of integrating reality or beliefconsistent language input. This makes sense because the establishment of a reality or
belief-context in Experiment 2 did not draw upon pre-stored world knowledge
information, unlike the stereotypical/counterfactual relationships investigated in
Experiment 1.
Another contrast to Experiment 1 was that no effects of context were observed in
the preview region. This suggests that while people can mentally represent both reality and
an alternative ÔrealityÕ based on another personÕs beliefs, they do not build up expectations
of forthcoming events according to this knowledge until necessary. This suggests that
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despite the structural similarity between counterfactual and false belief statements,
different cognitive processes are involved in their comprehension. These issues will be
discussed in full below.

General Discussion
Previous experiments have shown that discourse processing is typically driven by
predictive relationships involving syntax, semantics and real-world expectations.
Therefore, the primary issue investigated in the present paper was whether and to what
extent the constraints of real-world knowledge and prior context influence eye-movements
directed towards objects in the visual world. Counterfactuals have recently been
investigated using eye-tracking in reading (Ferguson & Sanford, 2008) where results
suggested delayed integration effects from the counterfactual context following initial
interference from real- world knowledge. In comparison, the issue of on-line theory of
mind processing thus far has been largely neglected. As such, very little is known about
the on-line processes that are activated when comprehenders draw inferences on a ToM
scenario. In this paper, we have explored whether people can use their knowledge of the
wider discourse (specifically using either a counterfactual or beliefs of others framework)
to override real-world knowledge to predict specific upcoming words as the current
sentence is unfolding.
Experiment 1 used the visual world paradigm to investigate whether the typical
anticipatory bias towards real-world consistent objects in this task (cf. little girls are more
likely to ride carrousels than motorbikes in Kamide et al., 2003 versus cats are more likely
to eat fish than carrots in the present study) could be eliminated by introducing an
appropriate counterfactual context of the form, ÒIf X were Y thenÉÓ. The results showed
that anticipatory eye-movements were made towards contextually relevant referents from
at least 200ms prior to the critical word onset. The fact that participants direct their
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attention towards real-world relevant objects in a concurrent visual scene following a realworld context is not surprising given previous research suggesting such anticipation.
However, the fact that this real-world bias can be temporarily suppressed in favour of a
counterfactual-world relevant referent is a novel observation with theoretical implications,
which will be discussed shortly.
Experiment 1 also revealed evidence of very early prediction based on the
discourse context, with increased looks towards the CW referent during picture preview
following a CW context. However, following a RW context, no such early anticipation
towards the RW referent was evident. This suggests that during the CW context sentence,
participants are already forming assumptions as to an appropriate continuation, and when
presented with a limited set of visual referents, they are able to make rapid predictions
about appropriate continuations. But why is this not the case following a RW context? We
suggest that participants were more susceptible to creating expectations according to the
CW context because reality in the RW context was ÔimpliedÕ, whereas the CW context
explicitly stated a hypothetical counterfactual scenario. This would account for the
significant anticipation towards the contextually-relevant referent even before target
sentence onset. In contrast, following the RW context, participants delay their expectations
to seek more information from the upcoming linguistic input. It is also interesting to note
that participants do not appear to anticipate negative continuations in these scenarios (e.g.
ÔIf cats were vegetarians, they wouldnÕt eat fishÕ). However, as has been demonstrated by
several studies of negation (e.g. Ferguson, Sanford & Leuthold, 2008; Kaup, LŸdtke &
Zwaan, 2006), representing a negative situation is frequently more difficult to process and
is therefore subject to a processing delay (but cf. Nieuwland & Kuperberg, in press),
which may explain why affirmative antecedent continuations are the preferred choice with
the stimuli used here.
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Further evidence for anticipation according to prior contexts was found in
Experiment 2, where a prior context directed comprehenders to make sense of the passage
either according to narrative reality or, more interestingly, according to the beliefs of
another person. Effects similar to Experiment 1 were found, with typical real-world biases,
based on information about the Agent and the verb, temporarily eliminated by an
appropriate Ôbeliefs of othersÕ prior context. Anticipatory eye-movements were made
towards contextually relevant referents from 560ms prior to the critical word onset. In
other words, context was able to elicit very early expectancy effects that modified the
constraints of narrative reality. So the present studies provide evidence for an incremental
language processor that makes immediate use of all information available to construct a
plausible interpretation of the linguistic input, as suggested by Kamide et al. (2003).
However, the current studies expand on this suggestion as we demonstrate that linguistic
context can overrule experiential or narrative-based knowledge of objects and their
interactions. Thus, comprehenders are able to create novel relationships between objects in
the scene as the sentence unfolds. In short, monitoring eye-movements around a visual
scene can reveal expectations established either through real-world knowledge (e.g.
Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Kamide et al., 2003) or from some appropriate alternative
linguistic input such as counterfactual context (Experiment 1) or theory of mind
(Experiment 2).
The results from Experiments 1 and 2 are consistent with the development of
Ômental spacesÕ to represent information during language comprehension. Within the
mental model theory of conditionals, Santamaria, Espino & Byrne (2005) suggested that a
counterfactual conditional statement creates both ÔfactualÕ and ÔcounterfactualÕ
possibilities whereas a factual conditional creates only the Ôreal-worldÕ possibility.
Similarly, we can apply the mental model theory to the comprehension of the Ôbeliefs of
othersÕ, which creates both ÔrealityÕ and ÔbeliefÕ spaces. The fact that participants in these
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experiments were quickly able to use contextual information, even in cases where doing so
conflicted with real-world knowledge or reality, could be taken to support the view that
comprehenders are only representing this one possibility. However, as demonstrated by
the counterfactual statements in Experiment 1 (see also Ferguson & Sanford, 2008),
integration of language input is affected by world knowledge at the point of a violation. As
such, this provides evidence that although comprehenders readily accept this
counterfactual scenario, integration of events within that context remains grounded in
factual knowledge. Interestingly, such bottom-up integration effects were not evident for
comprehending the beliefs of others in Experiment 2. We propose that the lack of
integration effects in this ToM experiment is due to the fact that the counterfactuals under
investigation here involved pre-stored world knowledge (note that this assertion does not
apply to counterfactuals generally; consider, e.g., "If it were sunny outside, I would wear
sunglasses"). In contrast, the ToM stories manipulated temporarily established ÔrealityÕ or
ÔbeliefÕ situations, which do not elicit such strong anomaly detection responses (general
world knowledge is indifferent as to whether ÒJohn notices that Victoria moved the watch
from the table to the bedÓ, for example). Taken together, this experimental evidence
strongly supports the theoretical suggestion that two possibilities are represented during
counterfactual and ToM comprehension (although the impact of these representations is
substantially weaker for the temporarily established beliefs of others).
It is interesting to note that no interference from real-world knowledge was evident
in the anticipatory eye-movement results from Experiments 1 or 2. This is a novel finding
suggesting that top-down expectations during processing appear to be solely driven by
context. Eye-tracking studies on reading, by contrast, primarily tapped into the cost of
integrating RW-consistent or -inconsistent information. For example, Ferguson and
Sanford (2008) demonstrated that RW-inconsistent language input leads to early
processing disruption, regardless of context. Indeed, Experiment 1 in the present paper
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revealed findings that corroborate this conclusion: upon recognising the critical word in
the auditory language input, participantsÕ visual biases towards ÔappropriateÕ referents
developed faster with RW-consistent rather than RW-inconsistent language input.
However, it is important to bear in mind that these effects emerged after the critical word
has been available to the listener, just as findings from reading were established after the
critical word has been fixated for the first time. Hence, we propose that it is important to
distinguish between bottom-up integration of linguistic input on the one hand and topdown prediction of forthcoming input on the other. While pre-stored world knowledge and
narrative reality appear to have an influence on the former, the latter is predominantly
context-driven. Importantly, knowledge of the real world still bears upon this
contextualised interpretation (i.e. that vegetarians would eat carrots), as predicted by
FrithÕs (1989) theory of Strong Central Coherence (also see Fauconnier, 1985; 1997).
Thus, top-down predictions can be established through combinations of verb-based
information (e.g. eat), a pre-verbal argument (Agent) (e.g. the cat) and as demonstrated
here, an appropriate discourse context. The visual world paradigm encourages the
formation of predictions since the visual referents prompt the comprehender to
incrementally assess the fit of the referents to the current linguistic input. In contrast, no
such predictive cues are available in a reading task, meaning that anticipation, though
surely occurring to some extent, cannot be measured in the corresponding eye-movement
records. In conclusion, we suggest that the different tasks complement each other and that
combining results across paradigms leads to a fuller understanding of language processing
than when used individually.
In line with the data reported here, two processes became manifest. The first
process in the comprehension of counterfactuals is to create expectations about the
unfolding discourse according to a contextually updated model of the world. This stage is
particularly evident given the very early context-based anticipation in the preview window
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in Experiment 1. Second, newly encountered input is briefly checked against pre-stored
world knowledge. This stage becomes apparent in effects occurring after the critical word
in the language input has become available to the reader or listener: both reading and
visual-world data demonstrate an early, time-limited conflict arising upon encountering
RW-inconsistent input, regardless of context. Hence, it appears that context-consistent (i.e.
anticipation) and real-world consistent (i.e. integration) mental models are represented in
parallel during the processing of counterfactuals.
Clearly an interesting issue for further research is to investigate the structure of
mental representations that embody counterfactual and ToM situations (including timing
and relative availability of individual elements). So far, the literature points to an
egocentric advantage in ToM situations, where adults design and interpret utterances from
their own perspective, only adjusting to othersÕ perspectives when they make an error (e.g.
Keysar, Barr, Balin & Brauner, 2000; Keysar, Lin & Barr, 2003; see Barr & Kesyar, 2007
for a detailed review). However, the results reported here, contradict this suggestion and
instead support a model where ToM (and similarly, counterfactual) processing has an
early effect on language comprehension without initial interference from narrative reality.
Thus, an important process in the comprehension of ToM and counterfactuals is to create
expectations about unfolding events according to a contextually updated model of the
world. This finding is synonymous with previous investigations of discourse context,
which show that context can have a very early influence on the interpretation of different
linguistic constructs (e.g. Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Ferguson & Sanford, 2008; Filik,
2008; Hess, Foss & Carroll, 1995; Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006; Pickering & Traxler,
1998).
In reference to the proposed link between understanding counterfactuals and
beliefs of others (Perner, Sprung & Steinkogler, 2004; Peterson & Bowler, 2000; Riggs et
al., 1998), the experiments reported here demonstrate mixed evidence for the recruitment
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of related processes. Rapid contextually- driven anticipation effects in both studies support
the involvement of similar mental models to achieve a full understanding of the linguistic
input. This is likely to reflect that fact that both tasks require comprehenders to create two
mental spaces to represent the linguistic information provided. In the case of
counterfactual conditionals, one is the factual and the other is the counterfactual
hypothetical space, whereas theory-of-mind tasks require reality and the beliefs of others
to be represented in separate spaces. However, the relative availability of information in
these two mental spaces appears to differ between counterfactual and beliefs of others
tasks.
This claim is supported by the fact that within a counterfactual context,
participants initiated contextually- relevant predictions about the subsequent continuation
during the one-second visual ÔpreviewÕ period, prior to auditory sentence onset. By
contrast, beliefs of others contexts did not elicit such early anticipatory eye-movements
during preview. This suggests that within a counterfactual discourse of the form ÔIf X
were Y thenÉÕ participants append some appropriate consequence of the counterfactual
world to their mental model of that context. In contrast, although people can mentally
represent both reality and an alternative ÔrealityÕ based on another personÕs beliefs,
generating expectations of forthcoming events (including predicting whose perspective to
take) is clearly a more abstract task than the concrete events described by counterfactuals.
Accordingly, comprehenders delay their expectations until prompted by later linguistic
input. Further investigations are essential to gain a detailed understanding of the specific
and overlapping encoding and processing mechanisms employed in these tasks.
In conclusion, visual attention can be immediately directed according to the
expectations constructed from a prior discourse context, thus influencing how we
anticipate the consequences of the unfolding world. The studies reported here provide
novel evidence that this is true even if those discourse constraints are inconsistent with
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real-world expectations that normally determine which referents are appropriate given
local semantic restrictions. Furthermore, the current results taken with previous eyetracking reading results (Ferguson & Sanford, 2008) emphasise the benefits of employing
both reading and visual-world paradigms to obtain a full understanding of the processes
underlying language comprehension, incorporating both integration costs and developing
predictions.
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Appendix
Determining analysis windows via k-means clustering
A common problem in time series data analysis is how to specify time windows of
interest. Two approaches are frequently used in the literature. One is to divide the whole
time series into k equally-sized analysis windows and to perform inference statistical
analyses for each of these windows after averaging the data across the constituent time
slots per window. The disadvantage of this method is that it often masks potentially
important detail. For example, imagine that within a given analysis window and condition,
a visual bias towards object A changes into an equally sized bias towards object B;
aggregating data over the relevant time slots will not be able to detect this change in visual
bias over time. Another common method is to divide the time slots into k unequally-sized
analysis windows, based on visual inspection of the data. Again, this is equivalent to a
reduction in temporal resolution. However, the researcher can at least make sure that
he/she will not miss anything important. (Note that ERP data are also often analysed in
this way). The problem with this approach is that it can be rather arbitrary and subjective.
Moreover, it is not necessarily very precise, specifically if more than two conditions are
involved: while it appears relatively easy to visually divide data from two conditions into
time periods of interest, the task becomes far more challenging with three, four, or even
more conditions, especially if these conditions display all sorts of complex interactions
over time.
The approach taken in this paper was to use k-means cluster analysis (Hartigan,
1975; Hartigan & Wong, 1979) as an auxiliary procedure in identifying time windows of
interest. K-means cluster analysis employs an iterative sorting algorithm whereby n
observations (in this case time slots) are classified into k clusters of similar observations (1
< k < n) such that the between-cluster variance is maximized and the within-cluster
variance is minimised, given some classification criteria (a set of variables known as
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clustering dimensions). The clustering dimensions are combined into a single similarity
metric (typically based on Euclidian Distance Ð the shortest distance between two arbitrary
points in a multi-dimensional space) by which any two observations can be compared and
sorted relative to one another. The number of clusters, k, needs to be specified a priori by
the user. However, further below we will describe a heuristic whereby the optimum k can
be determined.
In our analyses (for technical details, please refer to the second author), the to-beclassified cases consisted of the n time slots considered in each experiment (n = 175 in
Experiment 1; n = 150 in Experiment 2). The clustering dimensions were the four log-ratio
grand averages per time slot (one for each experimental condition) and the time variable
itself. The inclusion of the latter ensured that adjacent time slots were more likely to end
up within the same cluster. Since the similarity metric is scale-sensitive, the time variable
and the log-ratio scores were z-transformed before entering the analyses. (Hence, each
clustering dimension was given the same weight.)
By assuming k = 5, for example, the k-means clustering algorithm will identify
five time-slot clusters that are (descriptively) maximally distinct in terms of crosscondition data patterns over time, as shown in Figure A. By increasing k, more detail can
be resolved.
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Figure A: Example time series data (taken from Experiment 2) divided into five clusters of
time slots (indicated by dashed vertical lines) such that the between-cluster variance is
maximised and the within-cluster variance is minimised. Different marker symbols
represent different experimental conditions. Note that the clustering dimensions (the time
variable and the by-condition log-ratio scores) were z-transformed for analysis.
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The remaining problem, then, is to determine the minimum number of clusters required to
describe the time series data without losing any potentially important detail. For this
purpose, one can make use of a goodness of fit statistic which is based on the Euclidian
Distance between the individual observations (i.e. time slots) and their appropriate cluster
centres7: the smaller this distance on average (i.e. across all time slots), the better the fit.
Of course, a large k (number of clusters) will always result in a better fit than a small k Ð if
k were equal to the number of time slots, the fit would be perfect. We thus need to find a
setting for k that provides an optimal compromise between goodness of fit on the one hand
and a small number of clusters on the other.
The solution to this problem is to perform a series of cluster analyses with
incrementally increasing settings of k, and to observe the resulting changes in fit. For the
data in Figure A, the following pattern emerged (Figure B).

7

The k-means clustering procedures in SPSS, Statistica, etc., provide this information on request.

1.71
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Figure B: Goodness of fit (average distance between individual observations and their
relevant cluster centres) obtained from a series of cluster analyses varying k from 2 to 25.
White marker symbols refer to analyses performed on the data in Figure A (the optimum
number of clusters [k = 12] is highlighted by a black marker symbol). Grey marker
symbols refer to results from a series of cluster analyses performed on random data (see
text). For better comparison, goodness of fit is measured on a proportional scale.
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As can be seen, settings below k = 12 (highlighted with a black marker symbol) lead to
quite dramatic impairments in fit (average distance abruptly increases with k < 12),
whereas settings higher than k = 12 yield comparatively minor improvements (average
distance gradually levels off). The interpretation of this graph is similar to that of scree
plots in factor analysis. Hence, it can be concluded that k = 12 is the optimum setting for
the data in Figure A.
A more confident estimate of the optimum k can be obtained by comparing these
proportional increases in fit (i.e. decreases in average distance) against cluster analysis
results from data that do not contain any structure at all except for the linear progression in
time. The grey curve in Figure B shows the results from such a series of analyses: the
corresponding data set was of the same size (n = 150, four conditions) as the time series in
Figure A, but instead of actual data, each time slot contained random z-scores per
condition. As can be seen, even for time series that contain nothing but random noise,
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there are proportional improvements in fit with increasing numbers of clusters. However,
these improvements proceed far more smoothly than for the actual data. Most importantly,
note that the comparison between the two graphs corroborates the optimal setting of k = 12
for the ÔrealÕ data in Figure A: with k > 12, proportional improvements in fit largely
follow the random data pattern.
Discussion. K-means cluster analysis is a useful tool for detecting structure in data.
Combined with heuristics determining the optimum k (as described above), it preserves
potentially important detail while at the same time being more objective and precise than
the usual Ôvisual inspectionÕ approach. However, one also needs to be aware of some
major limitations of clustering algorithms. First of all, k-means clustering is not an
inference-statistical method, and hence there is no guarantee that clustering results for a
given data set will generalize to new samples of participants or items, respectively.
Second, as with any other statistical procedure, k-means clustering results are largely
dependent on data quality. For example, our own simulations indicated that high levels of
random noise within the data set will increase the likelihood of temporally incoherent
clustering results (i.e., clusters will be widely spread over time in a discontinuous
manner). To counteract this problem, one could increase the weight of the time variable
relative to the other clustering dimensions. However, there is only so much one can do
about noisy input; collecting more data is certainly preferable. Third, there is no guarantee
that k-means clustering will always come up with a theoretically relevant solution. The
algorithm itself knows nothing about psycholinguistics; all it does is uncovering structure
in data. It is therefore perfectly legitimate to further adjust a given clustering solution in
accordance with additional theoretical requirements. An example of this is our time
window definition for Experiment 1. The clustering algorithm identified nine time
windows with maximally distinct data patterns. However, one of these clusters spanned
over a time period of −200 to +400 ms relative to the onset of the critical word. To be able
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to make strong assertions about anticipatory processing, we decided to split this cluster
along the onset of the critical word itself. (Note that by sheer coincidence, the clustering
solution for Experiment 2 was already ÔalignedÕ with the onset of the critical word). A
final point concerns the sensitivity of this approach regarding fine-grained differences in
processing dynamics. In this respect, all methods that are based on a reduction in temporal
resolution (i.e., by aggregating time slots into larger analysis windows) have a clear
disadvantage compared to more sophisticated curve-fitting approaches (e.g. Magnuson et
al., 2007; Scheepers et al., 2008). However, the latter can be rather tedious and in the
worst case even unfeasible: some time series data are simply too complex to be modelled
in terms of a computationally (and theoretically) tractable function. Also, if one is
primarily interested in whether a given effect starts before or after the onset of a critical
word (i.e., without bothering too much about how exactly corresponding effect sizes
develop over time), then data reduction methods can already reveal a sufficiently
informative picture. Hence, as always, there is no single ÔstandardÕ method that would
optimally apply to all kinds of statistical, theoretical, and practical problems one might
encounter. Researchers have to choose among a range of possible solutions available,
based on which method suits their problem best. K-means clustering is one such method,
but in the end, the human brain remains the most important tool of all.

Experimental items used in Experiment 1
1.
If a plumber had the appropriate tools, he could do his job a lot faster.
If a plumber were trained in medicine, he would be very useful indeed.
Sarah could call a plumber to fix her broken [sink/ foot] and she would be very relieved.
2.
If cats are hungry, they usually pester their owners until they get fed.
If cats were vegetarians, they would be cheaper for owners to look after.
Families could feed their cat a bowl of [fish/ carrots] and listen to it purr happily.
3.
If Peter were looking for a cheap holiday, travel agents would have lots of suggestions.
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If New York City were a city on the moon, it would be very expensive to get there.
Peter could fly to New York City in a [plane/ spaceship] and quietly admire the
picturesque scenery.
4.
If sheep were very hungry, they are likely to help themselves to any food they find around
them.
If sheep were carnivorous like wolves, they would be a lot less work to be looked after.
Farmers could leave their sheep in the field to eat [grass/ rabbits] and concentrate on other
farm work.
5.
If a tramp felt tired, he would have to look out for somewhere to rest for a while.
If a tramp won the lottery, he would be able to use the money to change his life.
The tramp could afford to live in a [shack/ palace] and share it with cheerful friends.
6.
If hunters wanted to plan an event in the countryside, there would be lots of preparation
involved.
If Wales had the same wildlife as Kenya, it would lead to lots of interest in the animals.
Hunters could go to Wales to hunt [foxes/ elephants] and keep their activities a secret.
7.
If someone wanted a relaxing holiday abroad, I would recommend an Island paradise like
Hawaii.
If Hawaii had the same weather as the Arctic, the locals would need to keep warm in
winter.
Holidaymakers could visit Hawaii to stay in a small [villa/ igloo] and admire views from
their window.
8.
If penguins want to survive, they must understand the risks in their home environment.
If all penguins lived in the African desert, they would have to adapt to the environment.
Penguins could learn to outrun polar bears/ cheetah and find food for their young.
9.
If we had enough money for a holiday to Egypt, books would advise us where to visit.
If Egypt had the same landscape as Switzerland, it would be a beautiful country to visit.
Gary could go to Egypt to climb the [mountains/ sand dunes] and get suntan to his face.
10.
If parents knew more about the causes of tooth decay, they would tailor the familyÕs diet
accordingly.
If tooth decay were only caused by eating vegetables, parents would tailor the familyÕs
diet accordingly.
Children could get tooth decay from eating too many [sweets/ carrots] and cry about
visiting the dentist.
11.
If a couple fancied some Italian cuisine, they are likely to choose a traditional dish.
If Italian cuisine were the same as Chinese, we would buy cookbooks for the recipes.
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Lovers could go to an Italian restaurant to eat a [stir-fry/ pizza] and feel very full all night.
12.
If a golfer were keen to win the tournament, he would need to sharpen up his technique.
If golf used the same equipment as tennis, players would work hard to improve their
technique.
A golfer could hurt his shoulder from swinging his [club/ racket] and visit a physio for
treatment.
13.
If a caterpillar had eaten enough leaves, it would be ready to transform into its next stage.
If caterpillars turned into birds in the chrysalis, it would be an amazing transformation to
study.
A caterpillar could mature into a [butterfly/ sparrow] and enjoy testing its new wings.
14.
If you had planned to visit America, it is recommended that you watch a local sporting
event.
If America had the same national sport as Spain, it would be a popular destination for
enthusiasts.
Visitors could go to America to watch [baseball/ bullfights] and join the crowds of
spectators.
15.
If you monitored a spiderÕs daily activities, you would be fascinated by their
accomplishments.
If spiders had the same biological systems as bees, we would see evidence of their hard
work.
A spider could spend all day producing [webs/ honey] and admire its hard work later.
16.
If Mum wanted to impress her friends and relatives, she would have to work hard.
If margarine contained a detergent, it would have many useful domestic uses.
Mum could use margarine in her [baking/ hair] and impress her friends and family.
17.
If travellers in France were interested in tasting local delicacies, they would enjoy the
experience.
If France had the same cuisine as Japan, it would be popular with gastronomic enthusiasts.
They could go to France to eat [croissants/ sushi] and recreate the recipes at home.
18.
If vets updated their training every few years, there would be lots of new techniques to
learn.
If vets were only trained to treat mythical animals, it would be a complicated course to
complete.
Vets could learn how to treat injured [puppies/ unicorns] and write books to teach others.
19.
If building bricks in a house caught fire, it can cause substantial damage to a home.
If all building bricks were made from ice, safety would be an issue in their maintenance.
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A house fire could cause the bricks to [burn/ melt] and many firemen would be called.
20.
If you were interested in AustraliaÕs wildlife, a holiday Ôdown underÕ is well worth the
money.
If Australia were inhabited solely by dinosaurs, expensive holiday tours would be popular.
Tourists could go to Australia to observe [kangaroos/ Triceratops] and to buy special
Aussie souvenirs.
21.
If Darwin had made more time for his research, he would have given us much more to
learn from.
If Charles Darwin had been famous for his pharmaceutical work, we would learn about it
in school.
Darwin could have published a book about the evolution of [animals/ aspirin] and sold lots
of copies.
22.
If you wanted to see polar bears in the wild, you would need to go to their natural
environment.
If polar bears had evolved to favour hot climates, we would be interested in their
behaviour.
We could see polar bears roaming the [Arctic/ Rainforest] and observe their relations with
other species.
23.
If a fast food joint were very quiet at lunchtimes, it would rely on customersÕ
endorsements.
If a fast food joint only sold animal supplies, it would rely on customersÕ endorsements.
John could go to the fast food joint to buy some [chips/ cat] food and recommend it to
many friends.
24.
If meat were in short supply, workers would need to work hard to keep up with public
demand.
If all meat were grown in test tubes, no animals would need to be killed to make sausages.
Pork meat could be produced in a [farm/ lab] and weÕd enjoy a good dinner.

Experimental items used in Experiment 2
1.
Janet unpacked the belongings and put the postcard in the cupboard.
[Later, Janet saw Barry move/ While Janet was busy, Barry moved] the postcard from the
cupboard to the drawer.
Later, Janet wanted to see the postcard so she looked in the [cupboard/ drawer] and
smiled.
2.
Mary planted all her seeds in trays and put them on the shelf.
[Later, Mary spotted her husband move/ While Mary was distracted, her husband moved]
the plants from the shelf to the table.
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Later, Mary wanted to look at her plants so she looked on the [shelf/ table] and
daydreamed.
3.
Joanne collected her clothes and put them into the laundry basket.
[Later, Joanne saw Alex move/ But while Joanne was unaware, Alex moved] the clothes
from the laundry basket to the washing machine.
Later, Joanne wanted to check the clothes so she looked in the [laundry basket/ washing
machine] and sighed.
4.
John washed the dishes after his breakfast and left his watch on the table.
[Later, John noticed Victoria move/ While John was dressing, Victoria moved] the watch
from the table to the bed. Later, John wanted to find his watch so he looked on the [table/
bed] and yawned.
5.
Mum bought the Christmas presents and hid them all in the wardrobe.
[Later, Mum watched Dad move/ While Mum was busy, Dad moved] all the presents from
the wardrobe to the antique chest.
Later, Mum wanted to see the presents again so she looked in the [wardrobe/ antique
chest] and grinned.
6.
Kevin returned from the shops and put his chocolate in the fridge.
[Later, Kevin noticed Jessica move/ While Kevin was out, Jessica moved] the chocolate
from the fridge to her handbag. Later, Kevin wanted to eat the chocolate so he looked in
the [fridge/ handbag] and squealed.
7.
Margaret washed her favourite shirt and put it away in the drawer.
[Later, Margaret spotted Russell move/ While Margaret was at work, Russell moved] the
shirt from the drawer to the basket.
Later, Margaret wanted to find the shirt so she looked in the [drawer/ basket] and paused.
8.
Julie entered the classroom and put her finished homework in her desk drawer.
[Later, Julie spotted Maxine move/ While Julie was distracted, Maxine jokingly moved]
the homework from the drawer to her bag.
Later, Julie wanted to check her homework so she looked in the [drawer/ bag] and
focused.
9.
Maria packed her suitcase to go on holiday and put the tickets in her suitcase.
[Later, Maria saw her dad move/ While Maria was showering, her dad moved] the tickets
from the suitcase to her purse.
Later, Maria wanted to check the tickets so she looked in the [suitcase/ purse] and giggled.
10.
Colin bought a big bottle of vodka and put it in the drinks cabinet.
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[Later, Colin noticed Angela move/ While Colin was unaware, Angela moved] the whisky
from the drinks cabinet to the freezer.
Later, Colin wanted to drink the whisky so he looked in the drinks [cabinet/ freezer] and
moaned.
11.
Lauren wrote about her day in her diary every night and always kept it in a box.
[One day, Lauren spied her brother move/ One day, LaurenÕs brother secretly moved] the
diary from the box to the wardrobe.
Later, Lauren wanted to find her diary so she looked in the [box/ wardrobe] and groaned.
12.
Jamie celebrated buying the house by putting a small tree in the veranda.
[Later, Jamie saw his dog dig up the tree and drag/ While Jamie was inside, his dog dug up
the tree and dragged] it from the veranda to the kennel.
Later, Jamie wanted to see the tree so he looked in the [veranda/ kennel] and frowned.
13.
Linda arrived at work and put her briefcase on the desk.
[Later, Linda noticed Alan move/ While Linda was unaware, Alan moved] the briefcase
from the desk to the chair.
Later, Linda wanted to check her briefcase so she looked on the [desk/ chair] and groaned.
14.
Laura left the hostel for breakfast and left her rucksack in the bed.
[Later, Laura saw the cleaner move/ While Laura was out, the cleaner moved] the
rucksack from the bed to the locker.
Later, Laura wanted to collect her rucksack so she looked in the [bed/ locker] and gulped.
15.
Gillian cooked a casserole and left it to cool down in the oven.
[Later, Gillian spotted Mark move/ While Gillian was not looking, Mark moved] the
casserole from the oven to the fridge.
Later, Gillian wanted to eat the casserole so she looked in the [oven/ fridge] and salivated.
16.
Tony brought his concert tickets into work and put them in his coat pocket.
[Later, Tony spotted Gary move/ While Tony was in a meeting, Gary moved] the tickets
from the pocket to the bin.
Later, Tony wanted to examine the tickets so he looked in the [pocket/ bin] and coughed.
17.
Mum finished making deserts for the birthday party and put them in the oven.
[Later, Mum watched Dennis move/ While Mum was showering, Dennis moved] the
cakes from the oven to the cupboard.
Later, Mum wanted to taste a cake so she looked in the [oven/ cupboard] and drooled.
18.
Max bought beer for his flat party and put it in the lounge.
[Later, Max saw Charlie move/ While Max was not looking, Charlie moved] the beer from
the cupboard to the fridge.
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Later, Max wanted a beer so he looked in the [cupboard/ fridge] and frowned.
19.
Shane finished his vigorous gym workout and left his trainers in the locker.
[Later, Shane noticed the gym staff move/ While Shane was at a lecture, the gym staff
moved] the trainers from the locker to the bin.
Later, Shane wanted his trainers so he looked in the [locker/ bin] and shivered.
20.
Dennis bought the expensive Christening present and hid it in the safe.
[Later, Dennis watched Chloe move/ While Dennis was gardening, Chloe moved] the
present from the safe to her handbag.
Later, Dennis wanted to check the present so he looked in the [safe/ handbag] and smiled.
21.
Janis arrived at work and put the newspaper article in the filing cabinet.
[Later, Janis noticed Stephen move/ But while Janis was occupied Stephen moved] the
article from the filing cabinet to the desk.
Later, Janis wanted to collect the article so she looked in the [filing cabinet/ desk] and
tutted.
22.
Doug looked at the beautiful wedding photo and put it on the fireplace.
[Later, Doug saw Mandy move/ While Doug was gardening, Mandy moved] the album
from the fireplace to the bookcase.
Later, Doug wanted to see the album again so he looked on the [fireplace/ bookcase] and
daydreamed.
23.
Sophia flicked through the pharmacy journal then put it on the chair.
[Later, Sophia saw the librarian move/ While Sophia was distracted, the librarian moved]
the journal from the chair to the shelf.
Later, Sophia wanted to read the journal so she looked on the [chair/ shelf] and whistled.
24.
Isobel entered the beauticianÕs room and put her jewellery on the bed.
[Later, Isobel spotted the therapist move/ Without IsobelÕs knowledge, the therapist
moved] the jewellery from the bed to the chair.
Later, Isobel wanted to put her jewellery back on so she looked on the bed/ chair and
relaxed.

